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1. Carbohydrates Are Not
Evil

Carbohydrates come in many shapes, forms, and sizes. The main difference between lies in
their chemical structure; however it should be known that ALL carbohydrates are broken down
into glucose (sugar) within the body – and then stored as glycogen in muscle or fat

 The chemical complexity of the carbohydrate determines how quick this happenes – hence
the terminology complex carbs and simple carbs. Complex carbs have a more complex
chemical structure – meaning that it takes the body a longer time to break it down into the
simplest form of glucose. Simple carbs on the other hand are already very similar in structure
to glucose, and therefore are broken down quickly and give us that quick energy rush we crave

 Know this – carbohydrates are the bodies preferred fuel source and the brains only source of
fuel

That’s correct. The brain can only work on carbohydrates. If there is not enough carbohydrate
within the system for the brain to work – the body will break down proteins and fats to form
glucose for the brain to use as fuel in a process known as gluconeogenesis

The body is an adaptive organism. The problem is that the body is not very adept at using
proteins and fats for energy. I like to think of a fire when explaining this. If the body is using
carbs, it’s like kindling sparking a nice, intense fire. When using fats, think of the smog coming
from a diesel truck blowing up hill. And when it turns to proteins, picture the thick, blag smog
that comes from burning rubber tyres…

The final reason carbs are not evil will need an analogy to be explained. People LOVE protein in
today’s day and age. They think it is the KING! But it’s not… Why? Let’s say we are trying to
build a house. We need bricks (protein) and workers (carbs). If we continually eat more and
more protein – we add more bricks to our pile – and nothing else happens. It’s not until the
workers come along, the carbohydrates, that the house begins to be built Carbohydrates elicit
insulin to be released from the pancreas. Its function is to take nutrients from the bloodstream
to be stored in either muscle or fat The problem arises when we consume too much
carbohydrate for our activity levels

 Key Takeaways:
 • Carbs are the bodies preferred energy source. And the brains only source of fuel
• They are required for performance and recovery. Without them you will never perform at
your opitmal levels
• The body will try and make carbs even if you’re not consuming them through the process
known as gluconeogensis



2. You CANNOT Quit
Sugar



3. The Word 'Diet"

Seriously. Get that word out of your goddam vocabulary There is no such thing as a ‘diet’

There is no such thing as ‘clean’ and ‘dirty’ food… unless you eat off the floor and don’t wash
your food…

There is no such thing as a ‘cheat’ meal either There are foods that fuel us/are better for us
than others But you minute you begin labelling things and giving them names – you’re viewing
food from a terrible mental place

Trust me on that As I’ve been there and battled those demons

Food is just fuel for the body Make smart choices 80% of the time. And when you want to relax
and make a choice that isn’t as ‘good’ as something else – have it and move on

Just don’t overconsume or make it habit – as that is where a problem for the majority lies

Don’t stress over the food choices that are not as good as others Have the mantra – I'm going
to make the best choice available to me at the time

So if you’re on a road-trip and are stopping at the servo or McDonalds – don’t fret.

Just make the best choice you can at that time and move on

One time is not going to be detrimental This is not a ‘diet’. This is a lifestyle. Fuck. This is life
 
Enjoy it ☺


